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Learning Outcome 1

Describe what it means to ‘flip.’

Learning Outcome 2

Define the term ‘flippable moment.’

Learning Outcome 3

Identify 3 places to look for flippable moments.
You don’t have to flip everything.

Trying to flip everything is overwhelming.

It leads to burnout...

for you...
...and for your students.

Flip a moment!

First of all, what’s the flip?
What is a ‘flippable moment’?
The moment during class when you stop talking at your students and “flip” the work to them instead.

The moment when you allow your students to struggle, ask questions, solve problems, and do the “heavy lifting” required to learn the material.

The moment when students need your structure and guidance, but not your answers.
The moment when students need to make meaning for themselves.

Where can you find a flippable moment?

Look for confusion.
Look for fundamentals.

Look for boredom.

What can you do when you see a flippable moment?
Looking for more ideas?

barbi@flipitconsulting.com
flipitconsulting.com/blog
@flipitconsult
linkedin.com/in/barbihoneycutt/

We’d like to hear from you!

Our evaluation form is located here:

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/FlippableMoments